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Through the work in recent years by the Greater Manhattan
Project, the City of Manhattan, Region Reimagined, and the
Knowledge Based Economic Development (KBED) partnership,
consensus has emerged relative to building a more dynamic
community and regional economy. This consensus has in turn
highlighted the need not only for integrated strategies, but also
for unified reporting regarding progress made.

ON E

REP ORT

Until last year, the City, Chamber, and University leaders have
had little sense of how, or if, various community economic
development programming is aligned, and effectively no clear
sense of aggregate progress made annually or over time.
This document is designed to be the first integrated look at
the vision, strategies, and results of all prosperity building
programming in our community.
The COVID-19 pandemic has created unexpected challenges
and new opportunities for Manhattan’s future economic
recovery and prosperity. This report seeks to outline the vision,
strategies, and progress that our community’s economic
development partners have acknowledged and are pursing in a
single, unified format.

V IS I ON

To be clear, any economic growth vision that is focused on the
few rather than on the many will ultimately fail. It is incumbent
on us to assure that our vision is focused on the many. For
Manhattan to prosper it must create jobs with sufficient pay
upon which a family may be raised. It is these jobs that matter
and these jobs that underpin the personal, business, and public
financial and social health of a community.

ST RAT EGI ES
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The consensus, shared economic growth vision is one that will:
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•

Accelerate economic recovery from the pandemic

•

Enhance economic dynamism, diversity, and prosperity

•

Pursue five aligned, integrated areas of focus

5

Recovery

The community must develop and expand programming to support and rebuild
economic capacity impacted by COVID-19. As efforts shift from direct response to
long-term recovery, strategies that create economic diversification and job growth by
leveraging community strengths and strategic investment will be vital to success.

2

Jobs

The strategy includes a community focus on economic diversification through
attraction of high value businesses in specific targeted sectors and the prioritization
of growth in existing Manhattan businesses. Job growth is vital to the community as
it facilitates increased sales and property tax collection, retail and service industry
growth, and other factors that drive economic vitality.

Talent

Manhattan attracts the smartest and most skilled individuals to pursue education that
leads to prosperous careers. The plan prioritizes retaining these students as well as
Fort Riley veterans while also assisting local businesses in recruiting key staff from
around the globe. Talent attraction and retention will support economic diversification
and job growth while making Manhattan a more desirable place for a diverse
population.

4

Entrepreneurship

The plan prioritizes start-ups as a high value proposition for job creation, recognizing
that many of Manhattan’s key private employers began as entrepreneurial ventures.
Developing the community’s entrepreneurial ecosystem will attract talented,
entrepreneurial-minded individuals and enable multi-stage, long-term growth in
Manhattan.

Innovation

Manhattan must leverage innovation from Kansas State University and the expected
expansion of corporate partnerships and research surrounding NBAF to generate new
job opportunities. Strong relationships between the University, NBAF and Economic
Development entities provides the foundation for collaboration. Innovation-based
companies will create job opportunities and attract talent to Manhattan.
PA G E 3
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S T RAT E GI ES
•

Accelerate the flow of federal and state grant and other funding
into the community

•

Create grants for small locally-owned businesses facing financial exigencies related to
the pandemic

•

Provide programming focused on recovery, pivoting, future planning and risk
mitigation

•

Reestablish the university as an economic driver in the community

•

Secure long-term economic development funding for recovery and growth initiatives,

RECOVERY

economy and be enhanced by highly
skilled K-State graduates and military
veterans. Nationally, most net new jobs
created come from companies less
than five years of age. Addressing this
investment gap will develop opportunity
to attract investment and create new
jobs.
•

Entrepreneurial Business
Start-Up Accelerator: 		
$3,000,000

•

Start-Up Capital Funds: 		
$3,000,000 (to include set aside
for minority & underserved
population owned businesses)

Innovation: One of the great challenges
of university innovation is that even the
most promising discovery carries with
it significant science risk. Generally,
only about 30% of innovation coming
from basic research ultimately proves
to be efficacious and a much smaller
percentage are shown to be scalable,
economic, and technologically
competitive in the global marketplace.
Reflecting this science risk reality,
private sector companies are oftentimes
reluctant to invest before these issues
are known or resolved.

especially focused on entrepreneurship and small business development

Highlights:

Catalyst Investments Needed for
Future Growth

T

hrough the work in recent
years by the Chamber’s
Greater Manhattan Project,
the City of Manhattan,
Region Reimagined, Kansas State
University, K-State Innovation Partners
and the Knowledge Based Economic
Development (KBED) partnership,
consensus has emerged relative to
building a more dynamic community
and regional economy. This consensus
has in turn highlighted the need not
only for integrated strategies but also
the need to address the current, and in
some cases historic, gaps in economic
prosperity-building infrastructure and
supportive capital investment.
At the 2021 Leaders Retreat, the
Chamber unveiled a list of catalyst
investments in the areas of Recovery,
Jobs, Talent, Entrepreneurship
and Innovation, that support the
community’s economic development
strategy.
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Recovery: Through federal multiple
rounds of COVID direct business relief
programming, City of Manhattan
business loans, and the Riley County
SPARK funding, it is estimated that
Manhattan area businesses have
received more than $50M in funding
assistance. The America Rescue Plan
Act contains additional funding through
PPP 2nd Draw and hospitality-targeted
assistance, as well as funds that will be
deployed at the State level.
Jobs: To consistently generate highpaying jobs from a diverse portfolio of
strategies that include wide-ranging
company attraction including universityrelated companies and existing business
expansion, the community has significant
infrastructure gaps and needs. Each
of the job-creating strategies has
specific gaps and needs which must be
addressed to assure success.
•

Business Park Expansion; Land
& Infrastructure: $10,000,000

•

Speculative Industrial Building:
$6,000,000

•

North Campus Corridor
(Phases 11-13): $15,000,000

•

MHK Airport Runway: 		
$5,000,000

•

Innovation Wet-Lab, IT Lab,
Office and Training Center:
$30,000,000

The case for university research
is also the case for innovation/
technology-based start-up companies.
It is estimated that 90% of ultimately
successful companies transitioned away
from their initial innovation or science
because of efficacy, scalability, economic,
competitive reasons. To increase the
success of start-up, emerging, or
established science, technology-based
companies, investments must be
made in proof of concept and science
advancement.
•

International Patenting Fund:
$250,000

•

Ag Technology Advancement
Fund: $500,000

•

Science & Technology 		
Advancement Fund: $500,000

Aggregate Catalyst Investment
Business Park Expansion

$10,000,000

Speculative Industrial Building

$6,000,000

Talent: Following the best practice
of The Career Academy, Lincoln,
Nebraska, a MHK Career Academy will
be established as a collaboration of USD
383 and the Manhattan Area Technical
College (MATC). Emphasis will be given
to areas of greatest workforce need
as identified by regional partners from
business and industry and an analysis of
state labor data.

North Campus Corridor

$15,000,000

•

Ag Technology Advancement Fund

$500,000

Science & Technology Advancement Fund

$500,000

International Patenting

$250,000

Career Academy: $6,000,000

Entrepreneurship: Create an integrated,
supportive, progressing entrepreneurial
network to facilitate and accelerate
the formation and advancement of
innovation businesses that address
markets beyond the region and beyond
the state. It is these extended reach
innovation/technology-based companies
that can bring greater diversity to the

MHK Airport Runway

$5,000,000

Innovation Lab

$30,000,000

Career Academy

$25,000,000

Entrepreneurial Business Start-Up Accelerator

$3,000,000

Start-Up Capital Funds

$3,000,000

TOTAL

$99,000,000
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C

hamber promotes
projects to state.
The State of Kansas has
been granted $1.6 billion
through the American Rescue Plan
Act to help the state recover. Seven
members were appointed to the SPARK
Taskforce Executive Committee to
prepare proposals for the most effective
statewide distribution of federal relief
funds. The task force set up four areas
of focus including housing, health
and education; economic recovery;
connectivity and government efficiency.
The Chamber presented to the SPARK
Committee at a public hearing on
November 16th in Kansas City. This
was one of three hearings the task
force hosted around the state to hear
input from the public on how to spend
those funds. Based upon the priorities
outlined by our board, we spoke
to the SPARK Taskforce Executive
Committee on the need for funding for
economic development, specifically
entrepreneurship development.

G

etting back to Business:
Chamber Loan Program
Supports Local Business
Transition.
The Manhattan Area Chamber of
Commerce partners with NetWork
Kansas to administer the Manhattan –
Riley County E-Community. There are
66 Network Kansas E-Communities
across the state which are eligible to
establish locally-administered loan funds
to assist entrepreneurs with capital. The
Chamber restarted the local Manhattan
– Riley County E-Community loan fund
in 2021 and approved a loan to Ember
Woods, LLC. The loan helped facilitate
the transition of the business from it’s
founder to a key employee. Financing
for the business purchase also included
another Network Kansas program, the
Minority & Women Business Multiplier
Loan, along with an SBA loan through a
local lender.
Ember Woods is a sawmill and custom
furniture maker located in Riley, Kansas.
In addition to the purchase of business
assets, the E-Community loan enabled
the new owner, Ellen Goeckler, to make
improvements to the facility’s showroom,
creating new retail opportunities for the
business and increased accessibility for
customers.

K-State Launches Economic Prosperity Plan
In December, Kansas State University launched
it’s Economic Prosperity Plan. The plan calls for
K-State to create 3,000 new jobs and $3 billion
in additional investments into the state of Kansas
in the next 10 years. See plan details in the
Innovation section of this report.
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•

Support & facilitate the retention and expansion of

•

Advance strategies to help businesses generate new

•

Build external awareness of the Manhattan region’s

existing regional businesses

revenues from outside the region

assets among prospective employers, investors &
corporate relocation professionals

•
•

Attract investment and provide sufficient supply of
economic growth enabling infrastructure

Leverage innovation-based assets and infrastructure
to create economic diversification that will attract
companies and high-wage jobs

JOBS
Highlights:

M

Bev-Hub Opens New Facility in Manhattan.
anhattan, Kansas is
home to one of the
newest co-packing
beverage companies
in the U.S. Kansas Gov. Laura Kelly, along with Manhattan
dignitaries and company executives, celebrated a ribbon
cutting of the Kansas company in June.
“Bev-Hub’s expansion is proof that Kansas’ pipeline of talented,
educated workers and pro-business environment can compete
with anyone to recruit dynamic companies,” Governor Kelly
said. “We’ll continue supporting and attracting innovative,
growing companies like Bev-Hub to strengthen our economy
and keep Kansans and their families in our state.”
Kansas-based co-packing company Bev-Hub is nearing full
operations at their recently purchased Manhattan facility.
The Manhattan Area Chamber of Commerce and the City of
Manhattan worked with Bev-Hub to locate a new operation
in the former Tallgrass Brewing Company building in the
Manhattan Business Park. Bev-Hub has invested nearly
$25 million in the project, including facility reconditioning,
expansion and equipment.
“We were pleased that Bev-Hub chose Manhattan as the
location for this major expansion into the beverage co-packing
market,” said Manhattan Chamber President and CEO Jason
Smith. “This significant investment and new job opportunities
are a validation of the investments made by our community
into economic development including the city-owned business
park and dedicated economic development sales tax. We are
pleased to have this Kansas company join our growing list of
corporate citizens.”.

“The commission’s unanimous support for the incentive package
for this project is important in maintaining our community’s

reputation as a business-friendly community focused on jobs and
new investment. We appreciate their continued support of the
community’s job creation efforts.”
Daryn Soldan, Director of Economic Development,
Manhattan Area Chamber of Commerce

In late 2020, the Manhattan City Commission unanimously
approved an economic development agreement with BevHub that includes a $240,500 job-creation incentives grant
for 37 full-time jobs to be created within three years. The
package also includes a 10-year tax abatement and sales tax
exemption with the issuance of industrial revenue bonds on the
project’s $900,000 building expansion. It is estimated the tax
abatement will be $35,000 to $40,000 annually.
Bev-Hub is a one-stop shop for all co-packing needs, from
processing product, to testing, canning, packaging, labeling
and shipping. Bev-Hub’s founder, Dan McDonald, started
making nitro cold brew out of his garage and created Bev-Hub
in response to gaps he identified in the co-packing industry.
Today, Bev-Hub services customers from around the world with
products that include waters, teas, juices and cold brews. Visit
www.bev-hub.com for more information on the company.

P

rime Companies Grows Local Headquarters.
Manhattan is committed to growing local business.
The Prime Company has been managing its national
real estate portfolio from its Manhattan location
for a number of years. As the company continues to grow, the
need to hire highly-skilled employees continues to increase.
Prime Company will
construct a new
10,000 square foot headquarters facility in west Manhattan and
plans to add 13 new people over the next three years. These will
range from architecture to structural engineering to marking
and will have starting salaries of about $71,000 per year. This
will be on top of the 21 employees already in place.
The City of Manhattan approved a $65,000 incentive plan to
help support the expansion. The State of Kansas also approved
multiple agreements with the company in the total amount of
$381,485.
The expansion is set to begin in February 2022, with the
building completed by August 2023. The Prime Company
manages apartment complexes in several states, including
Kansas, and already has 21 employees in Manhattan with 64
others nationwide. The company is seeking to expand into
areas like San Diego, San Francisco, and Austin, Texas.

N

S

ites & Buildings
Task Force. Manhattan
is uniquely positioned
to attract a number of
projects in light manufacturing,
agriculture technology, food and
logistics. However, over the past
two years, we’ve missed out on
about 50% of potential projects
considering Manhattan as a location
because of the lack of developable
land and/or a modern industrial
facility. To address this issue, the
Chamber’s Economic Development
Committee formed a Sites and
Buildings Task Force. The task
force established goals to identify
potential sites over 25 acres for
future industrial development,
recommend action and investment
needed to develop marketable
industrial sites, and recommend
an approach for developing a
speculative industrial building.

BAF Update.
Despite the challenges of hiring
during a pandemic, the USDA’s
National Bio and Agro-Defense
Facility (NBAF) has virtually onboarded more
than 170 new employees since March 2020. As of
December 2021, that brings NBAF’s employment to about 240
of 400 anticipated full-time positions. As most of the facility’s
operations positions have been filled, USDA looks forward
to hiring or transitioning science-related personnel after
the facility’s construction and commissioning are complete,
expected in summer 2022. In 2021, NBAF participated in more
than 130 outreach activities and continues monthly updates
with local media outlets to ensure open communications with
the community.
NBAF will also contain a new, proof-of-concept facility for
veterinary medical countermeasures called the Biologics
Development Module (BDM). The BDM will help determine
whether discoveries being made at NBAF for the detection
and prevention of diseases have the potential to become
economically viable products. Then, the BDM will help translate
NBAF research findings for use by outside partners ranging
from government agencies to academia to private industry.
PA G E 9
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reater Manhattan
Economic Partnership
Receives Excellence in
Economic Development
Award for the International Economic
Development Council.
The Greater Manhattan Economic
Partnership won a Silver Rank for its
Biosecurity Marketing Campaign, a project in the category
of Regionalism and Cross-Border Collaboration of the
International Economic Development Council (IEDC). IEDC’s
Excellence in Economic Development Awards recognize
the world’s best economic development programs and
partnerships, marketing materials, and the year’s most
influential leaders. The IEDC received over 500 award
submissions and the honor was presented during the IEDC
Annual Conference in Nashville, TN in October.
The goal of the campaign is to build local, national and
international awareness of the Greater Manhattan region’s
expertise in biosecurity, food production and infectious
disease research—including a subspecialty in zoonotic
diseases, especially where this expertise impacts prevention
of future pandemics and protection of global food systems.
Regional assets include the United States Department of
Agriculture National Bio and Agro-Defense Facility (NBAF)
and Kansas State University’s Biosecurity Research Institute
(BRI). GMEP used this campaign to tell its story and tap into
international interest in topics related to the region’s economic
development assets.
The approach focused on written and visual storytelling to
foster a more emotional connection than data points alone.
The creativity and high quality of the content and cohesiveness
of the campaign, which included advertising on social media
and search, were key to its success. Additional information,
links to social media and campaign content can be found at the
GMEP website - www.greatermanhattan.org.

Key Findings:

•

•

Develop innovation culture and drive entrepreneurism,
especially in the areas of Biosecurity, Animal Science, Ag
Tech, IT/Software Development, and Engineering

•

Community needs more affordable childcare options to
meet needs of workforce

•

Employees face challenges with talent attraction,
recruitment, and retention

•
•

Connect veterans and military spouses with job
opportunities
Address shortage of workers to fill jobs in key sectors,
including Manufacturing, Healthcare, Construction, IT, and
Social Work

•

Educational institutions need to partner on programs to
train students for these jobs

•

Local governments need to work better together and
partner with business community to drive economic
growth

Partnership recognized with this award. This campaign

•

Help small business and service industry recover from
pandemic

our region’s strengths in biosecurity and animal health

•

Need greater housing availability and affordability

•

Technology is enabling more remote work

“We are thrilled to see the Greater Manhattan Economic
is a collaborative effort that leverages and promotes

during a time when there is a global focus on preventing
future pandemics. The Greater Manhattan region is

at the forefront of research and business development

efforts that help ensure our nation’s safety and security.
We are excited about the economic development
opportunities that this campaign supports.”
Nancy Burton, Chair,
Greater Manhattan Economic
Partnership Advisory Board
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B

usiness Conditions Report.
In April, the Chamber released the 2021 Business
Conditions Report. The report was built using
data and input collected from the 2020 Business
Retention and Expansion program, which included visits with
54 primary and major employers in the area. Key themes and
findings included:

•
•
•
•
•
•

80% say future of KSU is the key to economic
stability in our community
78% say economic diversification is key
75% say technology is changing products/
services and how they are produced (i.e.
automation & remote work)
72% have issues with talent attraction
and/or retention
67% say company revenues are stable or
increasing
60% say company investment in workforce
56% plan to expand in the next three years

S

peculative Industrial Building IRB Program.
In September, the Chamber went before the City Commission to present
a new Speculative Industrial Building IRB Program. The local incentive
program is designed to attract new jobs to the City in manufacturing,
research and development, production, warehousing/storage and distribution of
goods by providing an incentive to developers to construct speculative industrial
buildings needed in Manhattan for economic development and job recruitment.
The Speculative Industrial Building IRB Program will allow developers to apply
for a property tax abatement using Industrial Revenue Bonds (IRBs) for industrial
facilities that meet certain specifications and are constructed on a speculative
basis. Qualifying applicants are eligible for a 95% abatement in years 1-5 and a 50%
abatement in years 6-10 if the building is at least 50% leased. The City Commission
approved the new program in early October.
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B

usiness Retention & Expansion Program.
The goal of the Greater Manhattan Business Retention and Expansion
(BR&E) Program is to proactively respond to the needs of existing
business. By reaching out to local employers, Manhattan’s economic
development team learns about the issues and challenges facing these businesses to
retain them in the community and assist in growth opportunities.

The Chamber pushed forward with Phase 2 of
the Business Retention and Expansion Visitation
Program in 2021. Visits with 60 area businesses
took place and data was collected from interviews
and surveys. The input and data collected will be
used to develop an updated Business Conditions
Report to be released in early 2022.

The value of a successful BR&E Program is the ability of
the team to respond and follow-up on the needs of existing
businesses. These follow-up activities can vary, but generally
involve information on state and local business development
incentives, regulatory issues, questions about infrastructure and
workforce development assistance.

A key component of the BR&E program is the Business
Conditions Report. This report is designed to inform business
leaders, government officials and the community about key
employer/business perceptions of doing business in the Greater
Manhattan area. Programs, policies, and services can be developed and implemented
that help foster business innovation, increase competitiveness and sustainability, and
provide economic opportunity for our area residents.

Business interviews completed include:

Manko Window Systems
Evergy
United Country - Milestone Realty
Civic Plus
Pawnee Mental Health Services
Ultra Electronics ICE
Manhattan Town Center
WTC
Florence Corporation
NEON/Battelle
Covetrus
Commerce Bank
Topcon Agriculture
New Boston Creative Group - Hire Paths
MATC
Middle
ESB Financial
Midwest Concrete Materials (MCM)
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Innovative Livestock Services (ILS)
Heartland Plant Innovations
Steve’s Floral
KS State Bank
New Boston Creative Group
Manhattan Running Company
Advanced Property Management
AIB International
Manhattan Medical Center
BBN Architects
Bartlett and West
Foot Locker
Design Group (McCall’s)
Schwab Eaton
Livestock Direct
Kansas Regenerative Medicine Center
Fulcrum Global Capital
Bruce McMillan Architects

Riley State Bank
Trinium Contractors/Icon Structures
The Simmons Company
BG Consultants
Environmental Manufacturing Inc.
Little Apple Brewing Company
Dick’s Sporting Goods
Schultz Construction
Manhattan Surgical Hospital
Scott Rice Office Works
Radiation Detection Technologies
Keating and Associates
VonFeldt, Bauer and VonFeldt, CPA’s
Carpet One of Manhattan
Howie’s Trash and Recycling
Orazem and Scalora Engineering, PA

New Committees, Task Forces & Programs

The following committees, task forces, and programs have been established and are
working to directly address key areas of need identified through the BR&E program:

W

orkforce Development Committee to
address issues with talent attraction
and retention:

The initial group of resource providers was established and held
a kick-off meeting in late July. The full group includes business
owners, officials from KSU, MATC, USD 383, Fort Riley, Kansas
Department of Commerce and HR professionals, and is holding
regular bi-monthly meetings to develop solutions to address
workforce issues, such as internships, student retention, and
work-based learning programs.

C

hildcare Task Force:

Childcare was identified a major issue by employers
in the Business Conditions Report. A group of
business owners/managers, service providers, resource
partners and government officials has been organized and
began monthly meetings in September. The purpose of the
task force is to review past studies on childcare needs in the
region, evaluate current childcare capacity, identify gaps
in resources, and deliver a comprehensive and executable
proposal by Summer 2022, with suggested funding needs
and sources, to address the additional local child care needs
to increase workforce availability.

I

ndustry Roundtables:

The Chamber will be hosting quarterly industry
roundtable luncheons. Two roundtable luncheons
have been held for leaders of companies in Manufacturing,
Fabrication and Industrial Construction Industries. A second
industry roundtable group focused on Healthcare held its
first quarterly meeting in November. The purpose of these
roundtable luncheons is to discuss issues important to the
industry and collaborate to identify solutions to help the
industry grow and prosper in our region.

S

enior Executives Engaged Program:

The Manhattan Are Chamber of Commerce will establish
an active group of Senior Leaders/Executives to help
them stay engaged and connected with our community. This
Senior Executives Engaged Program will be formally launched
at the Chamber’s Annual Meeting in February 2022. Primary
focus areas for this program are:
•

Mentorship of young professionals

•

Education opportunities for senior leaders

•

Advocacy/Policy input

•

Social activities

•
•
•
•
•

Net New Jobs: 67
Average Salary: $55,385
Capital Investment: $28,118,700
Community Visits by Prospects: 5
Active Prospect Pipeline: 52
• Industries of Companies:
		• Animal Health: 12
		
• Bio & Agriculture: 7
		
• Food: 4
		
• Manufacturing: 13
		
• Aerospace: 2
		
• Office/Professional Services: 12
		
• Logistics: 1
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Highlights:

Chamber, Launches Talent Attraction
Project

F

or many years, the Manhattan
Area Chamber of Commerce
has been a reliable source of
information for relocation of
businesses and individuals. However, as
people begin to consider many factors
for where they choose to live, it became
important for the Chamber to update the
community’s brand.

S T RAT E G I ES
•

Enhance the capacity of Pre-K to
20 educational institutions

•

Increase the number of recent graduates and Fort
Riley soldiers choosing to remain in Manhattan

•

Partner on efforts to improve health outcomes and
develop medical education capacity

•

Improve the attraction of talent

•

Construct and rehabilitate diverse, high-quality
and suitable housing

•

Provide quality of place environments and
amenities that enhance community, attract talent
across all economic sectors, and enhance tourism

Made for Manhattan is a new initiative
from the Chamber that is aimed at helping
employers recruit new talent to our
community. Those who live and work here
know just how great Manhattan is. However,
for those who have never experienced our
community, making the decision to move
to our big-little town can be a difficult one.
Made for Manhattan aims to showcase the
Manhattan lifestyle we all love through
the experiences of real people from our
community.
Our area employers are the ones on the
front lines, battling for talent. Our employers
are already well-equipped to sell their open
positions. Today, when talent can choose to
live and work nearly anywhere, we believe
that what our employers need most is
support in selling our community. That is
what Made for Manhattan aims to do.

With Made for Manhattan, the Chamber is
taking a more targeted approach by working with
area employers who are already in dialogue with
prospective new residents. Our area employers are
the ones on the front lines, battling for talent.
PA G E 1 4

TAL EN T

The website, www.MadeForManhattan.
org, serves as the starting point for a
prospective resident. This site shares
real life experiences of people from our
community, provides information on
area neighborhoods, offers slice-of-life
experiences through recommended tours
of town, and provides a hub of information
valuable for those new to or considering our
community.
Another product features a box with as
much of Manhattan as can fit through our
“Greetings From Manhattan” promotional
giveaway. This collection of images was
collected from real Manhattan residents. On
the back, each community member offered
a handwritten note or memory which shares
their personal connection to our community
and explains why they were Made for
Manhattan. These messages are boxed up
in a 4x6 rigid mailer that features the Made
for Manhattan branding.
We updated the current Manhattan
relocation packet, creating a booklet
with Made for Manhattan branding. This
new booklet gives the highlights about
Manhattan’s culture, with QR codes
throughout directing to the Made for
Manhattan website to explore more in-depth
information. The design is exciting and very
visual, with loud colors, tons of pictures,
infographics and a neighborhood map.

C
C

areer Fairs.
Attracting and retaining
talent in our region and
meeting the workforce
needs of our local employers, is a
vital component of our economic
development strategy. To meet these
needs, the Manhattan Area Chamber
of Commerce promotes competitive
job and internship opportunities to
college, university, and military and
veteran programs through the Made
for Manhattan campaign. Throughout
the year, we have participated in
nearly 50 career fairs and promotional
opportunities to engage thousands of
soon-to-be-graduates and transitioning
military personnel.
Chamber staff has participated in
28 career fairs and promotional
opportunities in the 2021 Spring
season and 22 career fairs and
promotional opportunities in the 2021
Fall season. Chamber staff has been
in communication with 33 institutions
and distributed opportunities to reach
students and transitioning military at
nearly 50 universities, colleges and
veteran programs.
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lassroom to Career.
To help develop our young
people and inspire our
future workforce to meet
workforce needs of our area businesses,
Classroom to Career continues in 2021.
Classroom to Career is the opportunity
for area businesses to sponsor a 4th
grade classroom and share about
job opportunities as students begin
to conceptualize future employment
options. Classroom to Career is a
program designed to strengthen the
relationship between our local schools
and members of the Manhattan Area
and/or Wamego Chambers of Commerce.
Classroom to Career has become
a strong regional program with 39
participating classrooms in the 20212022 school year.

3

H

elping Young
Professionals Emerge.
To support talent
attraction and retention
efforts, the success and growth of our
young professionals’ organization, Hype,
is vitally important. Manhattan’s young
professionals organization, Hype, is
gaining momentum after rebranding
and launch in February of 2020. Hype
has a mission to connect, engage
and develop young professionals to
encourage a more vibrant, diverse and
desirable Manhattan. To help accomplish
this, Hype is managed by five pillars, or
areas of focus, to satisfy the needs of
young professionals—Engage, Connect,
Develop, Play and #LoveMHK. Many
believe Individuals that are connected
in a community are more likely to stay
long term. Hype continues to grow and
expands its programming/events to help
accomplish this and complement Made
for Manhattan resources.

TAL EN T

M

anhattan receives
federal grant for airport.
Manhattan was selected as a
recipient of a relatively new
program for military communities.

T EST IMO NIA LS

In September, it was announced by the
Department of Defense that the City of
Manhattan, Kansas was awarded $5,925,150 of
the $6,729,187 needed to reconstruct a runway
at Manhattan Regional Airport for Fort Riley,
Kansas. The project will support the military use
of Manhattan’s local civilian aviation facility.

the Manhattan, Kansas community, the Manhattan Chamber

The reconstruction project was challenged as
FAA had approved constructing a runway of 100
feet width while military and community leaders
were supportive of a runway of 150 feet in width.
Without the grant, the community would be
discussing using local funds to fill any gaps left
by the FAA. The project was a collaboration from
a number of regional entities including the City
of Manhattan, the Flint Hills Regional Council,
Fort Riley and the Manhattan Area Chamber of
Commerce, among others.
In its second year of existence, the Department
of Defense announced the award of 13 grants
totaling approximately $60 million under the
Defense Community Infrastructure Pilot Program
by the Office of Local Defense Community
Cooperation. These awards followed a
competitive selection process culminating in the
Performing Duties of Under Secretary of Defense
for Acquisition and Sustainment’s selection of
these proposals on August 13, 2021.

These infrastructure projects benefit local
installations and provide support to our
service members, their families, and the
Department’s missions. The awards derive
from Fiscal Year 2021 appropriated
funding and leverage an additional $68
million in non-Federal funding for a total
investment of $128 million.

“As a senior at Fort Hays State University, I attended a virtual

career fair through the Handshake platform. I was able to connect
with Amber Wilhelm for a 30-minute session to learn more about
of Commerce, and employers within the area. After the meeting,
I began to apply for jobs in the area and continuously visited

Manhattan to learn about businesses, housing options, community
initiatives, and community amenities. In May 2021, I started as

Business Development Specialist at CivicPlus and connected with
the community by becoming involved in HYPE and the Flint

Hills Masterworks Chorale. Six months later, I am now wellacquainted with organizations and leaders in the area. I

am thankful for that first interaction with Amber and her

kindness while I was making important life decisions. I am

confident that Amber’s engagement will continue to be beneficial

to students who are looking to grow personally and professionally
in Manhattan, Kansas.”
Allison Muth,
Inbound Business Development
Specialist, Civic Plus

“After recruiting a new leader for our business from New York, I

knew this would be a big move for her, especially for her first time
moving away from the East coast. I was looking to put together a

resource to make the transition easier for her, including activities,
maps, and other essential information when moving to a new
city, let alone across the country! The Made For Manhattan

resource came to mind and I was able to direct her to the website
and it’s become a valuable source for information that she still
uses as she continues to learn more about her new home.”
Katie Stone,
General Manager,
Bourbon & Baker
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A

ggieville Infrastructure
Investments & Development RFP.
Aggieville continues to be a focal point of
community development. Because of the
investment already made in the district, the City of
Manhattan issued an RFP for development ideas for an
existing city parking lot on the corner of 12th and Laramie.

3

U

Local Developer T.J. Vilkanskas of Back 9 Development
presented an idea for a significant redevelopment project
which would include 21,000 square feet of retail space,
155,000 square feet of office space and 23,000 square
feet of residential. It would also include a public gathering
space and some parking. The developer estimates 700
new jobs to the district with the addition of the $40 million
investment.

SD 383/MATC Career Academy Concept.
USD 383 and Manhattan Area Technical College
are advancing the concept which will strengthen
capacity for USD 383 and MATC to provide
college and career-ready preparation and work-based learning,
thus increasing the available workforce and supporting regional
economic growth. The committee developing this concept has
researched other Career Academy models, including Lincoln,
Nebraska, and identified the need for training for high-demand,
high-wage, critical need jobs. Focus areas include Information
Technology, Health Care, Bioscience, Advanced Manufacturing,
Construction, Food and Agriculture. Next steps include
identifying funding sources and sites and well as developing the
agreements necessary for program development.

First, the project should generate $1 million to 1.5 million
a year in property tax. This will help fund a significant
portion of the overall redevelopment plan for the area.
Another aspect that is the opportunity to market a
significant office space in a live, work, play district. More
companies are interested in these locations that they
believe attract key talent to their prime positions. It could
be a hub that sparks our programming to attract and
retain population to the city.

Manhattan ranked in Top
100 Best Places to Live
in America by Livability.
Manhattan placed in the top 100 cities
to live in America based on Livability.
com’s data-driven list. High scores in the
Health and Education categories boosted
Manhattan LIV Score and the community
ranked above average in being “Remote
Ready” for workers looking to work
remotely and enjoy a great quality of life.

Construction continues on the City parking garage at N. Manhattan
Avenue and Laramie Street in Aggieville. The Project will add 450
parking spots in the district and is slated for an April 2022 completion.

C

onnecting with Fort Riley.
Transitioning soldiers and their families make up
a significant talent pipeline for the Manhattan
region. The Chamber’s Military Community Liaison
works closely with a number of resource partners to engage
with military personnel and their families regarding job and
networking opportunities in Manhattan. These include:

The commission approved a pre-development agreement,
allowing city staff to begin discussions with Back 9 on a
final project agreement. There are several opportunities
that could come from the project.

A final agreement for the redevelopment project could
come in 2022.

TAL EN T

•

Collaboration to maximize recruitment of soldiers
transitioning out of the military at Fort Riley by working
with Fort Riley Transition Assistance Program (TAP),
USO Pathfinder Transitions, the Manufacturing Institute
Heroes Make America program, the Career Skills
internship program for transitioning soldiers, the Army
Community Employment Readiness program for military
spouses, the KansasWorks office located on Fort Riley,
and the 1ID Command Family Readiness Representative

•

Promote Chamber business services and Manhattan
community assets to transitioning entrepreneurial
soldiers in the Boots for Business program

•

Promote Made for Manhattan and HYPE to incoming
soldiers and family members at weekly Victory Welcome,
monthly Fort Riley Town Hall, and quarterly Spouse
Newcomer Welcome events

•

Participate in Governor’s Challenge to Prevent Suicide
among Service Members, Veterans, and Family Members

•

Participate in the Chamber’s Industry Roundtable
meetings to ascertain needs of area employers and assist
with opportunities to share job listings, and potentially
hire soldiers transitioning from Fort Riley

4
ST RAT E G I ES
•

Create and expand entrepreneurial support
systems

•

Formalize pipeline from K-20

•

Optimize Kansas State University’s
entrepreneurship programs

•

Create a K-State-affiliated and community
“center of gravity” offering support mechanisms to
assess, coach, and fund entrepreneurial growth

•

Create and support community-based coworking, incubator and event spaces

•

Create minority and black-owned business fund
and assistance programs

ENTREPRENEU RSH IP

Regional Entrepreneurship Programs & Resources

1

Million Cups

Weekly meeting each Wednesday at 9 a.m. of regional
entrepreneurs and those who support them, featuring
brief business presentations, Q&A and community building

S

tartup MHK

Annual regional pitch competition sponsored by People’s
State Bank with goal of supporting emerging entrepreneurs
anchored in Greater Manhattan with key capital for their
business

Y

outh Entrepreneurship Challenge

Annual regional pitch competition sponsored by NetWork
Kansas with goal of supporting high school entrepreneurs in
Riley county with experience in business plan development and
pitch, as well as community engagement

W

omen in Entrepreneurship

Monthly educational event featuring a business
topic of interest to women entrepreneurs, plus
online Facebook community providing ongoing support

B

lack Entrepreneurs of the Flint Hills

Advocacy and education organizations focused on
empowering, equipping and connecting Black entrepreneurs in the
Greater Manhattan area with resources and opportunities they need
to succeed; a strategic partner of Spark

T

he Fellow Co-working at Spark

Affordable, flexible work, office, conference and event space
designed for small business owners, innovation startup founders
and remote employees in Greater Manhattan

Highlights:

Entrepreneurial Ecosystem Activities
•

12 Women in Entrepreneurship events

•

13 Entrepreneurship community events

•

56 businesses supported through 1 Million Cups

•

60 Entrepreneur Navigation Sessions

•

Growing virtual hub - 207 new users since May

•

2 entrepreneurship cohorts - 19 graduates

•

42 Business Features

•

2 Pitch competitions - $26,500 awarded to six
local entrepreneurs

F

lint Hills Business Launch

8-week accelerated educational cohort built on nationallyrecognized, Kauffman FastTrac curriculum, designed for
entrepreneurs who are in the concept through first 18 months of
business operations, providing them with fundamentals of business
management and an expanded peer and professional network

E

ntrepreneur Business Basics

12-week, extended educational cohort based on Kauffman
FastTrac and designed with Entrepreneurs of Color in mind, with
expanded focus on brand building and financial management, while
providing foundational knowledge regarding business management
and an expanded peer and professional network

Entrepreneurial Facility
Task Force & Report
In alignment with the community’s Region
Reimagined economic development
strategy and the vision for Aggieville, the
Manhattan Area Chamber of Commerce
engaged a national economic development
consultant, Matt Tarleton, to perform an
Entrepreneurial Facility Analysis. The
purpose of this Analysis is to inform the
potential development of the ground
level of the new parking structure in
the Aggieville Business District into an
entrepreneurial facility. A task force of
local entrepreneurs, community members
and resource providers were assembled to
advance this initiative. They were tasked
with identifying gaps and opportunities in
our entrepreneurial ecosystem, discovering
what other communities have done to fill
similar gaps or pursue similar opportunities,
and to recommend a best use for the
new facility. Through this process, it was
suggested that the entrepreneurial facility
be branded as “The Garage” and serve
four primary functions: the entrance to
the entrepreneurial ecosystem, startup
incubation, startup acceleration, and startup
activation. The mission will be to “Accelerate
individual and collective economic
prosperity by delivering targeted services to
innovators and entrepreneurs with growth
aspirations”. It will operate as a publicprivate partnership with operating principles
to be intentionally inclusive, objectively
selective, growth oriented, flexible by design
and catalytic by nature.

“Manhattan has to find and invest in
new growth drivers that will ensure
the success and prosperity of our City
into the future. I believe one of those

key growth drivers must be building

our own companies through a thriving

start-up ecosystem. Manhattan has the

right ingredients, and we need to invest

4

in building the necessary infrastructure

to turn those ingredients into a thriving,

healthy start-up ecosystem so that we can
start building our companies that will
drive the future growth of our City.”

Brian Rempe

Small Business Development Center
The Manhattan Area Chamber of Commerce
pays the local portion of the agreement with
the Small Business Development Center to
establish an office in Manhattan. The SBDC is
a nation-wide, SBA-supported program, and is
the leading provider of services to new startups in the country. The Manhattan SBDC staff
person is part of the Washburn University
SBDC region and is a shared position with
Geary and Pottawatomie Counties. In addition
to paying an annual contract, the Chamber
provides office and meeting room space free
of charge to the SBDC. In Manhattan, the SBDC
office currently has over 300 active clients
and in 2021 held 25 training events. Over the
past five years, the local office has conducted
9,881 counseling sessions and held 101 training
events with 2,299 attendees.
PA G E 2 1
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ENTREPRENEUR SPOTLIGHTS
Austin Pfannenstiel:
Growing Innovative
Startup in MHK
Business bio:
Precision Microwave was founded in
April 2017 following the successful
completion of the National Science
Foundation (NSF) I-Corps program
where the founding team interviewed
over 120 physicians, nurses, hospital
administrators, and others to study
the clinical needs and pain points with existing MWA systems.
Since its inception, Precision Microwave has worked diligently
on developing the next generation of microwave ablation
technology that will give doctors the flexibility and control
they need to treat dramatically more patients and medical
conditions with a minimally invasive procedure. Precision
Microwave was awarded a NSF Small Business Technology
Transfer (STTR) Phase I grant in July 2018. In May 2020,
Precision Microwave received a subsequent Phase II Small
Business Innovation Research (SBIR) grant from the NSF to
continue efforts to commercialize its directional ablation
applicator and system. Precision Microwave is located in
Manhattan, Kansas in an independent office and lab space
purpose-built to meet their R&D needs. They maintain close
collaborative relationships with a network of physicians
specialized in thermal ablation procedures as well as
the Kansas State University Colleges of Engineering and
Veterinary Medicine.
Austin was connected to:
•

Startup MHK

•

Launch Pitch Competition

•

Launch a Business Accelerator

•

1 Million Cups

•

Small Business Development Center

•

K-State Innovation Partners

•

Innovator Advisory Group

•

Spark

PA G E 2 2

Nija Threat:
Launching
Business in MHK

On starting Precision Microwave
at K-State:

“From the beginning, even before we
incorporated, K-State Innovation
Partners were really supportive of

the idea to commercialize some of the

technology we were working on in the

Department of Electrical and Computer
Engineering’s Biomedical Computing
and Devices Lab. One of their staff
members even participated in our

NSF I-Corps program as an industry

mentor for us, which was a lot of extra

work on their part. K-State Innovation
Partners was also willing to work with
us to license our IP even though we

didn’t have much in terms of resources
or reputation at the time. The Center

for Advancement of Entrepreneurship
was also a really critical early resource,
specifically the Launch A Business

program. We won first place in that

program in 2017 which gave us early
prize funding and the credibility that

helped us win future NSF grants worth
over $1.2M.”

Business bio:
KNEST Developments is an
organization committed to
the personal and professional
development of people and
communities. We are active in that
commitment by offering two services:
KNExt Gen and KNEST Youth. The
primary goal of KNExt Gen is to build the next generation of
construction professionals (Tradesman) alongside community
partners. We accomplish this in various ways: (1) working to
provide scholarships for tradesman training and certification,
(2) create and provide tradesman career exposure to high
school students, second chance candidates etc., (3) serving as
a bridge between construction based internships/shadowing
(and other exposure programs) and future construction
professionals (Tradesman) and (4) long-term career
placement with loyal, qualified candidates. The goal of KNEST
Youth is to develop students (K-12) via STEM exposure and
financial literacy education through after school programs
and other activities.
Spark connected Nija to:

On starting KNEST Developments
in Manhattan:

“I am thankful to be starting my business
in the Manhattan area because of Spark

and the Black Entrepreneurs of the Flint
Hills, which have been good resources for
me. Through Spark and their programs,
I have been able to get candid feedback
that has helped me stay grounded and
focused toward my business goals.

The Black Entrepreneurs of the Flint

Hills have created a safe space for me.
Statistically, Manhattan is a diverse

community, but visibly it is not. BEFH
keeps me connected and encouraged

as it relates to the Black Experience in
MHK. Hype is another MHK based
organization that I have been able to

connect and grow with. The connections
I have made via Hype are vital to my

•

Startup MHK

•

Entrepreneur Business Basics

longevity to the MHK Community.

•

Black Entrepreneurs of the Flint Hills

Spark, Black Entrepreneurs of

•

1 Million Cups

•

HYPE Young Professionals

the Flint Hills and Hype all have

different missions, yet, they are all key

organizations to my success in MHK.”
Nija Threat

Austin Pfannenstiel

PA G E 2 3
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“Black Entrepreneurs of the Flint Hills has
experienced tremendous growth in our one

year of existence as a community organization

Minority Business Development Feature
Spark formalized a relationship with Black Entrepreneurs of the Flint Hills in support
of their mission to empower, equip and connect Black business owners in the Flint Hills
with resources to build stronger and more effective businesses to positively impact
our community. Support of Black Entrepreneurs of the Flint Hills aligns with Spark’s
mission to resource, connect and launch entrepreneurs and ignite an inclusive culture of
entrepreneurship in the Greater Manhattan region. Spark and the Black Entrepreneurs of
the Flint Hills have Four Shared Priorities:

and we couldn’t do the important work we do

•

Inclusive capital opportunities

•

Inclusive education and resources

in the Entrepreneurial Business Basics

•

Intentional efforts to address challenges

•

Increased visibility and opportunities

without the support of our partners.

Our partnership with Spark has been

instrumental in our growth. This year more
than a dozen of our members participated

class. Several of our members also competed
in StartUp MHK, where the first place,

second place and People’s Choice awards all
went to Black Entrepreneurs of the Flint

MARCH 2021

JUNE 2021
LaFarris Risby added
to Spark board

Spark partnership
with BEFH sponsored
by KS Gas Service

MAY 2021

Entrepreneur
Business Basics
launched

12 EBB grads,
SEPTEMBER 2021 Black Business Black
Black Business
Showcase featuring
Friday, Manhattan
20 businesses
Town Center

strategically partnered with BEFH to create
more equitable educational opportunities for
black entrepreneurs in our region and very

Minority Business
Directory launched
AUGUST 2021

Hills members. The Spark leadership has

tangible opportunities to help our members
NOVEMBER 2021

grow and scale their businesses, including
a corporate sponsorship with Kansas Gas

Service to provide access to The Fellow co-

working space to our members at no cost. This

partnership allowed us to host events to bring
recognition and awareness to our businesses,
including our National Black Business

Month event series with our Black Business
Fair event hosted at Spark which included
20 BEFH member businesses with over

100 people in attendance and received news
coverage. We look forward to continuing the

momentum we have started with Spark and
achieve even more in 2022.”

Sheila Ellis-Glasper,
Founder & President of the
Black Entrepreneurs of the Flint Hills

4
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19

T ES T I M O N I A L S

graduates from 2
entrepreneurial
education cohorts

Flint Hills Business Launch: Kaylene
Plummer, LisaKay LLC
“I had worked in banking for 30 years, but I did not know what

$26,500

to expect with getting my business going. As soon as I heard about

Flint Hills Business Launch, I wanted to know how to get involved.
The real thing I’ve learned is how to pitch my business, and what

awarded dollars via
pitch competitions
(YEC & Startup
MHK)

type of consumer I am trying to attract, and looking at competitive
markets, in my case, other antique stores. The other resources that

have been helpful were the Washburn Law Clinic, which can work

with a business to help set it up. It’s also been so valuable to get ideas
and feedback from other members of the class, and one of the ideas is

56

creating an additional stream of revenue for us. Also, the facilitator
was able to schedule one-on-one time.”

Entrepreneur Business Basics:
Nathania Anderson, Winks by Thanie

businesses presented
at 1 Million Cups

“I started my business to be a change in my community. Being a

60

minority and women-owned business, I wanted to place myself in
spaces where I remain educated in all things business. Summer of

2021, I decided to sign up for the Entrepreneurship Business Basic
Manhattan course. In this course, I connected with like-minded

Entrepreneur
Navigation sessions

business owners in the tri-county area on an intense 12-week

business journey. We learned vital information about marketing,

branding, planning, finances, and legal business information. Our

class facilitators Mrs. LaFarris Risby and Ms. Alexis Navarro did

Looking Ahead for Spark in 2022:

connecting us with community business experts. Additionally, during

•
•
•
•
•

a great job with providing resources to enhance our businesses and
this process, we learned the art of business elevator pitching. At

graduation, we had the opportunity to present our business to an elite
panel of judges for a grand prize of $1,000. Winks by Thanie was the

winner of the pitch companion. The money received was invested into
the Winks by Thanie brand. I would recommend this educational and

Activate the virtual hub
Minority & women’s entrepreneur programming
Innovation network & programming
Mentorship programming
Entrepreneur pathway & resource guide

inspirational course to anyone interested in starting a business as it
has been a huge part of my entrepreneurship and business success.”
PA G E 2 6
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S T RAT E G I ES
•

Align with and integrate K-State’s global food and biosecurity science economic
prosperity strategies to grow and diversify the innovation ecosystem throughout
the region

•

Align with Kansas Board of Regents Pillar3 Economic Prosperity Initiative

•

Leverage research and talent assets to attract outside investment, including
company attraction

•

Evolve real estate strategies adjacent to the K-State campus

•

Continue to expand the capacity and impact of existing K-State and affiliated research
and commercialization
K-State Economic Prosperity
Plan Launch

Y
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The resulting competitive advantages for Kansas within five to
10 years include economic growth and job creation; profitable,
regenerative and sustainable food and agriculture systems;

new technologies and innovation; and better health for Kansas
citizens through nutritional security.”

Ernie Minton,
Dean of the College of Agriculture &
Director of K-State Research & Extension
The plan is a response to a request from the
Kansas Board of Regents to demonstrate
how Kansas institutions of higher education
how Kansas institutions of higher education
will add to economic prosperity in the state.

Highlights:

ou can plan on it: Kansas State
University is launching a new
strategic initiative to help people
and businesses in Kansas.

5

INNOVAT IO N

“As the country’s first operational land-grant
institution, K-State has always focused

on excellent teaching, research and service

The university’s Economic Prosperity Plan
will add thousands of jobs and billions
of dollars into the Kansas economy by
leveraging K-State’s strengths in four
key areas: food and agriculture systems
innovation; digital agriculture and advanced
analytics; biosecurity and biodefense; and
extension and outreach.

that advance the well-being and economic

“Our Economic Prosperity Plan will allow
K-State to create 3,000 new jobs and $3
billion in additional investments into the
state of Kansas in the next 10 years,” said
David Rosowsky, vice president for research.
“This new initiative will allow K-State to truly
demonstrate the value that universities
provide to local, state and national
economies through job growth and job
creation, as well as retaining and attracting
talent in the state.”

the state to be successful. The university will

prosperity of our state,” said Richard Myers,

university president. “This new initiative has
the potential for significant economic growth

for the region and state but will require many
dedicated partnerships and support from

continue to work vigorously to build those
partnerships to make this plan a reality.”

Richard Myers,
President, Kansas State University

Two focus areas in the plan center around
food and agriculture. The food and
agriculture systems innovation area will
ensure Kansas retains greater value-added
opportunities throughout the food system
value chain. The plan also will leverage
K-State’s deep strengths across crops,
livestock and natural resources research
and innovation to attract outside investment
and help Kansas become the global leader
in digital agriculture and advanced analytics.
K-State’s plan also will focus on using
university strengths in biosecurity and
biodefense to attract new companies and
partnerships to the state.
A biotechnology development module
within the university’s Biosecurity Research
Institute will allow corporate partners
to develop diagnostic, therapeutic and
preventive countermeasures for a broad
range of emerging zoonotic diseases
while addressing scalable production. This
secure space also will enable emergency
rapid manufacturing to protect the nation’s
animal and food supply during a crisis.

The College of Veterinary Medicine will
also focus significant efforts on keeping
graduates in Kansas.
“In addition to making it easier for
companies to partner with K-State
researchers, we are increasing our efforts
to keep our graduates in the state,” said
Bonnie Rush, dean of the College of
Veterinary Medicine. “Kansas veterinarians
contribute about a half a billion dollars to
the economic development of the state, so
the more veterinarians we can keep in the
state, the stronger the economic prosperity
of producers.”
A final area of focus in the plan is an
initiative called K-State 105: Every Town to
Gown, which leverages K-State’s statewide
extension presence to assist businesses
and communities in all of the state’s 105
counties to access K-State innovation,
talent and training through local liaisons
and coordinated resources.
“Our plan is bold, it is audacious, but it is
achievable,” Rosowsky said. “I am excited
to get to work and start demonstrating real
results.”

PA G E 2 9
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Kansas State University Research & Commercialization Highlights
This was an all-around record year for research at Kansas State University, despite
the pandemic persisting into FY 2021. K-State’s researchers are resilient and are
committed to making K-State a leader in research and a major contributor to
discovery and innovation that benefits the state, the nation and the world. Total
extramural funding garnered has increased for the sixth year in a row, for a net
increase of more than 60% since fiscal year 2016. In FY 2021, researchers received
1182 awards for a record total of $206,997,683 in extramural support, representing
increases of 4% in both awards and funding over the previous year. Economic
Development and Technology Transfer are significant focus areas, as is growth
in the number of our strategic partnerships. Kansas State University Innovation
Partners, our technology commercialization, economic development and corporate
engagement unit facilitated more than $3.7 million in total licensing revenue in FY
2021 and 22 license agreements: three of those agreements with direct impact on
the fight against COVID-19. Additional COVID-19 treatments continue to be developed,
disclosed, licensed, and further tested and validated with corporate partners. Over
the last decade, 24 companies and 700 employees have been attracted to the region.

E

lanco Animal Health/Kansas State University
Strategic Partnership Announcement
Kansas State University and Elanco Animal Health
Incorporated are combining efforts to tackle
innovation for companion animal and
livestock health.

A five-year strategic alliance agreement between the
university and Elanco will allow for collaborative research and intellectual property
licensing for commercialization activities. Researchers will focus on activities
supporting sustainable practices in livestock production and pet health; vector-borne
and emerging disease prevention and treatment; and advanced understanding of the
microbiome in animals. Elanco’s research and development model includes attracting
leading innovators as a partner of choice. They have chosen K-State as a primary
key veterinary partner. One of the key objectives of the partnership is to establish
novel approaches to increase sustainable practices, reducing the carbon footprint
of livestock production, with the ultimate goal of providing innovative solutions to
veterinarians and producers to maintain healthy animals using safe and efficient
solutions. Elanco will collaborate with K-State faculty, embed scientists in K-State
laboratories and utilize specialized research resources to engage in fundamental and
applied collaborative research. Through the partnership, Elanco will support K-State
graduate students, fellows and faculty and facilitate an exchange of expertise through
researcher exchange programs.

T

onix Pharmaceuticals
Partnership with K-State to
develop COVID-19 vaccine candidate
Kansas State University signed a
new pre-clinical research and option
agreement with Tonix Pharmaceuticals,
a clinical-stage biopharmaceutical
company, to develop a vaccine candidate
for the prevention of COVID-19. The
inventor
of the
technology,
Waithaka
Mwangi,
professor of diagnostic pathobiology
in the K-State College of Veterinary
Medicine, will direct the research, which
is based on a new vaccine platform
that his research team developed for
bovine parainfluenza 3 virus, known as
BPI3V, which is closely related to human
parainfluenza 3 virus. The vaccine
candidate developed at K-State has been
engineered to display the spike protein
in a manner that mimics the actual
virus. While the majority of vaccines
that are currently being developed will
be injected into the body, according to
Mwangi, the best vaccine will be one
that will trigger immune protection,
such as Immunoglobulin A, or IgA, at
the mucosal surface, the portal of virus
entry. IgA plays a crucial role in the
immune function of mucous membranes.
Instead of being injected, Mwangi’s
vaccine candidate would be sprayed in
the nose to trigger the IgA response
and block the virus’s spike protein from
infecting the host cells. The vaccine will
also induce T cell responses capable
of killing infected cells. The research
agreement, coordinated through K-State
Innovation Partners, was the fourth
license agreement between K-State and
corporate partners on technologies
related to COVID-19.
PA G E 3 1
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EDGE Collaboration District Rebranding
Kansas State University and the KSU
Foundation announced the Edge
Collaboration District at K-State, formerly
known as the North Campus Corridor.
This rebranding reflects the strategic
move beyond a geographical name
to encompass a growing community
of diversified corporate, technical
and research partners. The Edge
Collaboration District is where industry,
K-State research and the creation of
workforce talent come together to
produce meaningful innovations and
real outcomes for Kansas and beyond,
inspired by the university’s land-grant
mission. More than a dozen industry
partners and six academic colleges are
represented in the Edge Collaboration
District, and more are expected. These
partnerships and $2 billion of current
and planned infrastructure investment in
the district will further inspire industry
collaboration along the northern edge
of campus, which includes the K-State
Research Park, K-State Office Park,
National Bio and Agro-Defense Facility,
Biosecurity Research Institute, the
College of Veterinary Medicine, the
College of Agriculture’s Grain Science
and Industry Complex and more. With
the innovative research environment
expanding in Manhattan and around
K-State’s campus in anticipation of the
National Bio and Agro-Defense Facility’s
opening, the district offers both the
research edge and the talent edge,
where talent, hard work and passion fuel
successful teams and build a workforce
for tomorrow.

INNOVAT IO N

Stormont Vail & K-State Announce
Strategic Partnership
Stormont Vail has signed an agreement
with Kansas State University to form
an academic partnership in the College
of Health and Human Sciences’ Physician Assistant Program.
Stormont Vail will also develop the Cotton O’Neil Manhattan
Medical Campus. A 55,000-square-foot medical office
building to be completed fall 2022 in the K-State Research
Park will increase public access to medical professionals in
the Manhattan region. Kansas State University’s Physician
Assistant Program, with its inaugural class starting Spring 2021,
will graduate health care providers who provide excellence
in medical care and serve the local communities and beyond
with uncompromising commitment and compassion. Students
of the program, as well as Stormont Vail and Cotton O’Neil
physician assistants, will have access to the Stormont Vail
Health Simulation Lab
located in the adjacent
Through this partnership with
Mary and Carl Ice Hall.
K-State, the organization will
This lab will have adult,
be able to provide input on the
pediatric, infant and
curriculum using real-world
trauma simulators. The
new medical campus
examples and skills.
will be located just
across the street from
the Simulation Lab
on seven acres at the
K-State Research Park
in the university’s Edge
Collaboration District —
a partnership between
Kansas State University,
the KSU Foundation,
the City of Manhattan
and the State of Kansas
to attract industry and
research to the northern
edge of K-State’s
Manhattan campus.

New K-State Spinout, Canopy,
Launched in Manhattan
A Kansas State University
software development team
that created the nationally
used PEARS software program
has launched its own company.
The team opened Canopy, a
public benefit limited liability company that will serve clients
with community-focused programs. PEARS is a web-based
data management software that helps nutrition education
professionals and extension administrators manage program
data and demonstrate impact. The system was originally
developed through a collaboration between the Office of
Educational Innovation and Evaluation, or OEIE, in the College
of Education and K-State Research and Extension in 2015 to
help Kansas manage its SNAP-Ed program. Over a five-year
period, the PEARS system has been adopted by SNAP-Ed
programs in 37 states and eight statewide extension programs.
PEARS was selected as the national SNAP-Ed reporting
system in 2021. As a stand-alone entity, Canopy will be able to
support existing PEARS users, further grow and deploy the
PEARS software in new markets and develop new innovative
technologies. The unique licensing and commercialization
process carried out by K-State Innovation Partners and the
PEARS team establishes a framework for future technologies
coming out of K-State. As Canopy continues to support
PEARS and grow its business, the company will provide
internship opportunities for K-State students and seek further
collaboration with researchers and faculty. Canopy also plans
to partner with local businesses to help address their planning,
evaluation and tracking needs.
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KBED Partner Activities
The Knowledge Based
Economic Development
(KBED) Partnership has
continued to thrive despite
the continued challenges of
the COVID-19 pandemic. Although some projects had
to be put on hold temporarily, unique opportunities
were still created through outreach. Staff dedicated
to advancing KBED activities were able to attend or
host eight conferences and events to identify new
opportunities. Through this and other outreach,
sixteen unique virtual visits took place to identify
synergies between unique economic development
opportunities and the resources that the region has
to offer. These personal visits included KBED Partners,
such as K-State Innovation Partners, the Manhattan
Area Chamber of Commerce, the Pottawatomie
Economic Development Corporation, and others
to talk about what we can offer as a community to
attract businesses. Meetings would start by learning
more about the company, then offering what
resources would align with their needs. Follow up
meetings included adding additional resources such
as K-State faculty and researchers, local and state
associations, real estate opportunities, and more.
These activities also led to five community visits
by out-of-region opportunities where relationships
continued to be explored. KBED partnered with
programs such as Plug & Play’s Animal Health
and AgTech Accelerator, the Beef Alliance Startup
Challenge, and GMEP’s lead generation engagement
with ROI.

The KBED Partnership works
together to provide a one-stop shop
to regional resources that attract or
retain business in the community.
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•

•

Plug & Play Animal Health and AgTech
Accelerator: March 2019, Plug and Play kicked
off its Animal Health and AgTech Accelerator
in Topeka, KS. This accelerator, founded with
partners such as Cargill, Evergy, and Hill’s, focuses
on alternative feed,
livestock monitoring,
animal health, early disease detection, drug/
vaccine development, production efficiency, and
sustainability. The program aims to bring innovative
startups from around the world to Kansas every
six months, building upon the region’s fast-growing
and robust animal health industry. The startups will
go through three-month “accelerator” programs
aimed at helping the businesses get off the ground.
KBED has collaborated with Plug and Play by
attending their announcement event, hosting a
group to visit the Manhattan region, participating in
resource days with the cohorts, and visiting Topeka
to meet with startups.
Beef Alliance Startup Challenge: The Beef
Alliance, headquartered out of Manhattan, KS,
completed its first-ever Beef Alliance Startup
Challenge early in 2021. Entrants submitted novel
solutions to address cattle feeding
challenges. The KBED team
reached out to the Beef Alliance
to connect with the startups to
see if there were opportunities
for K-State to support the
companies and were introduced to the 28 startup
companies that applied for the challenge. Of those
28 companies, 10 were interested in exploring a
relationship. The process included first meeting the
companies to identify their needs and synergies.
These include a mix of K-State, community and
regional resources. Companies identified needing
access to K-State research for potential validation
studies, access to students, access to Kansas
beef producers (customers or test farms), capital
investment, and a potential location in the region.
Once the needs were identified and aligned,
the companies where personally connected to
resources such as the Kansas Department of
Agriculture, Kansas Farm Bureau, identified K-State
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researchers, representatives of the Animal
Health Corridor, along with other private
entities. Through this, meetings were facilitated
and relationships formed, resulting in two
companies searching for locations and talent to
establish a presence in the Manhattan region.
•

ROI Partnership with GMEP: Following an
RFP process, Research on Investment (ROI) was
engaged by the Greater Manhattan Economic
Partnership to provide lead generation services.
Efforts were specifically
focused on companies in
animal health, biosecurity
and grain/crop science. GMEP
and KBED staff actively
participated in the RFP
review and selection, program
development with ROI staff
and company meetings. ROI identified 300
target companies, of which 189 were contacted
and 77 of those reached final status—identified
as a prospect (potential project or future
interest), pipeline (interested in a meeting), or
no opportunity. 11 meetings were scheduled
with pipeline companies and held virtually. The
GMEP/KBED teams put together customized
response packages related to K-State
opportunities and capabilities to follow-up on
each of the 11 company meetings. Nearly all the
companies had interest in collaborating with
K-State for research or talent purposes.
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New NBAF Biologics Development Module Director Hired
The USDA National Bio and AgroDefense Facility (NBAF) being
constructed in Manhattan will be
dedicated to studying foreign, emerging
and zoonotic diseases in livestock. This
new facility will continue and expand
on USDA’s research currently being
conducted at the Plum Island Animal
Disease Center in New York with the goal
of preventing global disease outbreaks.
To support this mission, NBAF will have
many “firsts” in its class—the first U.S.
biosafety level 4 lab (BSL-4) with the
ability to house large livestock and
a new, proof-of-concept facility for
veterinary medical countermeasures
called the Biologics Development Module
(BDM). The BDM will help determine
whether discoveries being made at
NBAF for the detection and prevention
of diseases have the potential to become
economically viable products. Then, the
BDM will help translate NBAF research
findings for use by outside partners
ranging from government agencies
to academia to private industry. “I see
the BDM as a bridge from discovery

“The BDM scientists will
translate bench scale to

manufacturing production.

That’s how we’ll demonstrate
that products coming from

NBAF scientists and out of the

BDM are commercially viable.
A bench-scale product may not

translate into an actual project
that will work in the real

world. That’s where the BDM
will bridge the gap. Through a
de-risking process, we’ll give
partners the confidence that
if they work with us, there’s

a better chance they’ll have a

commercially viable product on
the other side.”
Steve Witte,
BDM Director

to manufacturing,” said Steve Witte,
BDM director. “My long-term vision is
to establish it as a center for excellence
for the development of veterinary
countermeasures for foreign animal
diseases, attracting partnerships not
only from academia and industry in
the United States, but from the world
at large.” Prevention and preparedness
start with the ability to roll out solutions
found in the lab at scale in the real
world. Typically, researchers produce
biologics—diagnostics, vaccines and
antibody therapies—at bench scale,
meaning a few dozen at a time. The
processes for bench-scale production
are very different from those needed
for large-scale manufacturing and
distribution. Witte sees great potential
for the new unit and looks forward to
leading the charge as the BDM continues
toward stand-up in the coming months.
As NBAF construction nears completion,
projected for spring 2022, Witte will
finalize operating procedures for the
BDM, including how potential partners
can engage.
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PART N ER S

A N D

PA RT NERS H I P S

Manhattan’s economic development ecosystem is highly collaborative, as evidenced by the
existence of multiple partnerships designed to advance economic prosperity in the area. This
section aims to clarify the roles and purposes of the various organizations and partnerships.

Partnerships:

G

reater Manhattan Economic
Partnership (GMEP): GMEP is
a regional partnership between the
Manhattan Area Chamber of Commerce
and the Pottawatomie County Economic
Development Corporation (PCEDC).
GMEP serves as the lead marketing
cooperative for the region.

K

nowledge Based Economic
Development (KBED): KBED leads
the efforts related to University-based
company attraction & expansion. KBED’s
mission is to attract, grow, and retain
knowledge-based businesses through
partnership, education, outreach, and
ecosystem development. KBED was
conceptualized in May 2008 and the
partnership now plays an instrumental
role in defining the knowledgebased economic development strategy
for the Manhattan region. Members
include: the Manhattan Area Chamber
of Commerce, Kansas State University,
K-State Innovation Partners, Kansas
State University Foundation, the City
of Manhattan, North Central Regional
Planning Commission (NCRPC), and
Pottawatomie County Economic
Development Corporation (PCEDC).
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Partners:

M

anhattan Area Chamber of
Commerce: The Manhattan
Chamber is the community’s lead
Manhattan economic development
agency. In addition to strategies
implemented through various economic
development partnerships, the Chamber
leads all non-university-based company
attraction, retention & expansion
and collaborates with the Kansas
Department of Commerce to respond
to leads generated by the State. The
Chamber also leads entrepreneurial
ecosystem development strategies
and advances talent attraction &
retention efforts. Secures and facilitates
private sector support for economic
development initiatives.

C

ity of Manhattan: The City
provides economic development
incentives, develops infrastructure
that enables economic growth and
determines zoning and other regulations
that impact development.

K

-State Family: Multiple University
and University-affiliated
organizations support economic
development in the community.
K-State Innovation Partners advances
university-based corporate engagement,
technology commercialization,
technology-based entrepreneurship,
economic development. The KSU
Foundation supports the university’s real
estate strategy to establish facilities for
collocation and collaboration. Academic
units support these efforts through
research, teaching and service activities.

P

ottawatomie County Economic
Development Corporation
(PCEDC): Similar to the Manhattan
Chamber’s role in the City of Manhattan,
the PCEDC leads parallel efforts in
Pottawatomie County.

K

ansas Department of Commerce:
As the state’s lead economic
development agency, the Kansas
Department of Commerce strives to
empower individuals, businesses and
communities to achieve prosperity in
Kansas by developing relationships
with corporations, site location
consultants and stakeholders in Kansas
and nationwide. This helps create
an environment for existing Kansas
businesses to grow and foster an
innovative competitive landscape for
new businesses.

R

iley County: The County provides
economic development funding
support, develops infrastructure
that enables economic growth and
determines zoning and other regulations
that impact development.

K

ansas Small Business
Development Center (SBDC):
The Kansas SBDC serves as the state
advising resource for small business
owners. SBDC provides clients with
quality, professional, and personal care
in a confidential setting, ultimately
increasing economic prosperity in
Kansas by helping entrepreneurs and
small business owners start and grow
their business.

S

PARK: Spark is a nonprofit
organization with a vision to connect,
resource, and successfully launch
entrepreneurs and promote a dynamic
culture of entrepreneurship through
programming and networks designed
to connect entrepreneurs, startups and
small business owners to each other
and the larger ecosystem in the Greater
Manhattan area.
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MANHATTAN AREA CHAMBER of COMMERCE
info@manhattan.org
CITY of MANHATTAN
cityofmhk.com
K-STATE INNOVATION PARTNERS
innovationpartners@ksu.edu

